ABSTRACT

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is a highly complex system made of many different sub-systems whose operation implies the execution of many tasks with stringent constraints on the order and duration of the execution. To be able to operate such a system in the most efficient and reliable way, the operators in the CERN control room use a high level control system: the LHC Sequencer. The LHC Sequencer system is composed of several components, including an Oracle database where operational sequences are configured, a core server that orchestrates the execution of the sequences, and two graphical user interfaces: one for sequence edition, and another for sequence execution. This paper describes the architecture of the LHC Sequencer system, and how the sequences are prepared and used for LHC operation.

THE LHC SEQUENCER ARCHITECTURE

The LHC Sequencer Architecture is made of two core components: the Sequencer Executor and the Database. Two Graphical User Interfaces (GUI), one to interface the executor and another one to interface the database, provide the operators in the CERN Control Centre (CCC) with the required control on running sequences and on the creation or modification of sequences, respectively.

Sequencer Server and Sequencer Client

The architecture and technology used by the Sequencer [1] follows the CERN accelerator controls software standards: a 3-tier architecture implemented in Java using the Spring Framework [2]. This architecture is shown in Figure 1. The sequencer middle-tier server (running Linux) contains the core functionality, mainly, sequence execution, temporary sequence storage and interface via Java libraries to the controls of the different LHC sub-systems, i.e. the LHC Software Architecture (LSA) [3] and the accelerator controls Common Middleware (CMW) [4].

Database Persistent Storage of Sequences

All sequences are persistently stored in the Oracle database. The database schema consists of a series of tables that map the sequences representation as shown in Figure 2.

Sequence Editor and Sequence Executor

Every of these tables and columns is filled using the Sequences Editor, a Java program that access directly the database via SQL statements. The editor is protected with Role Based Access [5] in order to restrict the edition of sequences to authorized people only. Figure 3-left shows a picture of the Sequences Editor.
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